AWARDS AND PRIZES

George Lewes Mackintosh Fellows
Joseph Tyler Bertaux
Nicholas David Budler
Ian Michael Finley
Isaac John Hunter
Erich Henry Lange
Joseph Dominic Patacsil

Distinction in Comprehensive Examinations
William Ignatius Amberger
Joseph Tyler Bertaux
Jacques Robert Boulaire
Quinn Alan Cavin
Kenneth Wallace Cox
Ian Michael Finley
Zachary Thomas Havlin
Cal Stuart Hockemeyer
Matthew James Hodges
Matthew Warren Hopkins
Isaac John Hunter
Erich Henry Lange
William Patrick Maloney
Thang Xuan Nguyen
Jordan Lee Ogle
Joseph Dominic Patacsil
Andrew Ricardo Puente
Max Elliot Von Deylen

Membership in Phi Beta Kappa From the Senior Class
Matthew Joseph Bailey
Joseph Tyler Bertaux
Brent Anthony Breese
Nicholas David Budler
Sergio-Steven Matthew Cobos
Zachary Thomas Havlin
Cal Stuart Hockemeyer
Matthew James Hodges
Matthew Warren Hopkins
Ahad Ahmad Khan
Erich Henry Lange
Joseph Andrew Lenkey
Joseph Dominic Patacsil
Cole Allan Payne
Andrew Ricardo Puente
Anish Rauniyar
Runtao Song
Max Elliot Von Deylen
Justin Lee Woodard
Yongjin Yi

Membership in Phi Beta Kappa From the Junior Class
Maxwell Logan Atkins

Joseph Harrison Ballard
Nathan William Gray
Abraham Joseph Kiesel
Benjamin James Kiesel
Alexander Michael Pittsford
Samuel D. Stephenson

D. J. Angus-Scientech Educational Foundation Award
Leon C. Ivy III

Baldwin Prize in Oratory
Joseph Andrew Lenkey, 1st
Ian W. Gale, 2nd
Benjamin Garald Manahan, 3rd

James E. Bingham Award
William Ignatius Amberger
Ian Michael Finley

Borinstein Memorial Outstanding Freshman in Chemistry Award
Andrew William Jamison

John Maurice Butler Prize for Scholarship and Character
Ian Michael Finley

Ernest G. Carscallen Prize in Biology
Joseph Andrew Lenkey

George E. Carscallen Prize in Mathematics
Kenneth Wallace Cox
Thang Xuan Nguyen

F. Michael Cassel Political Science Award
Vincent Paul D'Angelo

Ryan Champion Theater Performance Award
Timothy LeVaughn Fields, Jr.
Louis Omar Sinn

John F. Charles World History Prize
Walker Lee Hedgepath

Thomas A. Cole Alumni Prize in Biology
Graham Antony Joseph Redweik ’16

J. Harry Cotton Philosophy Prize
Nicholas David Budler
Awards and Prizes

Joseph Johnston Daniels Prize in Constitutional Law
William Spencer Osborn

Fred N. Daugherty Award
Justin Michael Raters
Heath Michael Whalen

Randolph H. Deer Prize for Outstanding and Continued Work in Art
Marlon Jermaine Lewis, Jr.
Cesar Julian Martinez

Distinguished Senior in Psychology Award
Zachary Thomas Havlin

Robert S. Edwards Creative Writing Award
Joseph Dominic Patacsil

Ruth Margaret Farber Award in English
Samuel D. Stephenson

Walter L. Fertig Prize in English
Yongjin Yi
Jordan Lee Ogle

Harold Q Fuller Prize in Physics
Theodore Michael Lupinski

Glee Club Senior Award
Jonathan Darius Murdock
William Patrick Maloney

David B. Greene Award for Distinguished Work in Art History
Zachary Matthew McKinney

American Legion Byron Cox Post 72 Theodore G. Gronert Scholarship Award
Sheldon Lee Slusser

Lilly Scholars
Matthew James Hodges
Cole Allan Payne

Nicholas McCarty Harrison Essay Award
Jordan Lee Ogle

Robert S. Harvey Outstanding Editor Award
Patrick Brault McAuley

Howell Chemistry Award
James Daniel Andry
Austin Douglas Chivington
P. Chukwunelu Chukwuma
Titus Daniel Edwards
Benjamin Alan Grubbs
Wesley Everett Slaughter

Dr. Paul T. Hurt Award for All-Around Freshman Achievement
Nieshaal Thambipillay

Paul J. Husting Award for Outstanding Work in Art
David Edward Thomas

Indianapolis Alumni Scholar-Athlete Award
Erich Henry Lange

Robert Augustus King Prize in German
Cal Stuart Hockemeyer
Erich Henry Lange

Kloth Design and Technical Theater Award
Ian Michael Little

Kudlaty Senior Spanish Award
Ian Michael Finley
Joseph Dominic Patacsil

Jim Leas Outstanding Student-in-Journalism Award
Bryce Lawrence Bridgewater

Annie Crim Leavenworth French Prize
Jacques Robert Boulais
Brent Anthony Breese

Erminie C. Leonardis Theater History Award
William Patrick Maloney

George A. Lipsky Memorial Award in Political Science
Erich Henry Lange

George D. Lovell Award
Elijah Steven Shadwick
Malcolm X Institute Award
Jaleel Lucas Grandberry

McLain Prize in Classics
Brandon James Johnson

McLain-McTurnan-Arnold Excellence in Teaching Award
Eric J. Wetzel

McLain-McTurnan-Arnold Research Scholar
Neil Schmitzer-Torbert

Caleb Mills Award in Education Studies
Anthony Steven Eley
Mitchell Paul Homan
Byshup Kourtland Rhodes

John N. Mills Prize in Religion
Jacob Lee Chrisman, 1st
Benjamin Allen Cox, 2nd
John Carlos Kirts, 2nd

John N. Mills Fellowship in Religion
Jacob Matthew Miller

R. Robert Mitchum Glee Club Leadership Award
Isaac John Hunter
Matthew Warren Hopkins

Joseph O’Rourke, Jr. Prize in Speech
Ronald Xavier Ryan

Patterson-Goldberger Freshman Journalism Award
Alexandru Mircea Rotaru

David W. Peck Medal
Erich Henry Lange

Robert O. Petty Prize in Nature Writing
Dakota Jackson Baker

Phi Beta Kappa Prize
Quinn Alan Cavin

J. Crawford Polley Mathematical Writing Prize
Matthew James Hodges

Benjamin A. Rogge Memorial Award
Cal Stuart Hockemeyer
Max Elliot Von Deylen

Lewis Salter Memorial Award
Theodore Michael Lupinski
Aaron Jameson Webb

Lewis S. Salter Pep Band Award
Benjamin Del Crum

Stephen Schmutte Outstanding Paper in Economics Prize
William Tucker Dixon

Senior Award of Merit
Joseph Andrew Lenkey

N. Ryan Shaw II Political Science Award
William Ignatius Amberger

Warren Wright Shearer Prize in Economics
Ian Michael Finley
James Gabriel Chedid

Dr. Frank H. Sparks Award for All-Around Student Achievement
Oliver Francis Page

Dean Stephens Award
Joseph Harrison Ballard

Stephens-Hall Senior Scholarship
Matthew James Hodges

Waldo E. Stephens Scholarship
Nathan William Gray

Norman E. Treves Science Award
Robert James Reed
Luke R. Dant

Underwood Award in Chemistry
Alexander Michael Pittsford

Pete Vaughan Outstanding Athlete Award
Jack Richard Davidson
Darden H. Schurg

Wedgeworth Lilly Library Research, Scholarship, and Creativity Awards
Wade Gerald Haesemeyer
Walker Lee Hedgepath
Corey Jacob Leuters

William Nelson White Scholarship Award
Ahad Ahmad Khan

Eliot Churchill Williams Undergraduate Prize in Biology
Levi Hunter Jones
Joseph Harrison Ballard

Membership in Eta Sigma Phi
Casey L. Akers
Austin Douglas Chivington
Samuel Locke Henthorn
Andrew Steven Merced
Kevin Lee Ballard-Munn
Mason Roarke Tollar

Membership in Hovey Honorary Chemical Society
James Daniel Andry
Austin Douglas Chivington
P. Chukwunalu Chukwuma
Titus Daniel Edwards
Benjamin Alan Grubbs
Wesley Everett Slaughter

Membership in Lambda Pi Eta
Zachary Thomas Havlin
Walker Lee Hedgepath
John Riley Janak
Christian James Wirtz

Membership in Psi Chi
Miles Anthony Barilla
Quinn Alan Cavin
Ngoc Minh Dang
Neil Kometani Dittmann
Zachary Thomas Havlin
Thach Bao Huynh
Jeffrey C. Inman
Blake Andrew Juerling
Hunter J. Jones
Abraham Joseph Kiesel
Erik Anthony Lakomek
Dustin Ryan Miller
Dustin Edward Notter
Luke Stephen Rowles
Joseph Robin Whitaker
Christopher William Wilson